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Coming Back
Abstract
The world is emerging from a very strange and scary time, and students and faculty are looking forward
to coming back to campus this fall term. In response to this new beginning, this year’s Pure Insights cover
image illustrates a scene with themes of “returning” and “winter.” The two figures in the scene have
struggled long and hard to get to shelter, which is symbolic of what many of us have been through this
past year. As a reference to education, the figure on the left is wearing a backpack, and the warm glow
from the sky and castle conveys a feeling of comfort and welcoming.
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The world is emerging from a very strange and scary time, and students and faculty are looking forward to coming back to
campus this fall term. In response to this new beginning, this year’s Pure Insights cover image illustrates a scene with
themes of “returning” and “winter.” The two figures in the scene have struggled long and hard to get to shelter, which is
symbolic of what many of us have been through this past year. As a reference to education, the figure on the left is
wearing a backpack, and the warm glow from the sky and castle conveys a feeling of comfort and welcoming.
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